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Please SLOW the traffic down
The local speed limit
I just wanted to raise awareness and to start a discussion and hopefully some action about Burwood Road, specifically the bend and intersection with Waitikiri Road and the risk that exists to all that use this piece of road/walkway.

So, since building and residing in Reka Street I have noticed an increase motor vehicle traffic and an increase in speed on Burwood Road. This is a 50km/h road and splits two residential areas.

I have seen the aftermath of at least nine vehicle crashes during the time I have lived here. It is only due to ‘good luck’ rather than ‘good driving habits’ that no one has been seriously injured or killed.

Just to explain the crash scenes I have witnessed.

Three vehicles left the road at speed and have smashed through into my neighbours yard. The fence needed replacing in each of those crashes. This home houses young persons.

One vehicle flipped onto its roof after it hit the grass traffic island.

One vehicle slid in a 180 deg turn and crashed rearward into a lamp post before driving off at speed. The pole needed replacing.

Three vehicles have left the road at speed again, crashed through the wooden post and wire fencing into the small reserve. The fencing has been replaced on each occasion. The latest incident for this was March 2020.

What I am asking for is to have the potential risk reduced so that serious injury or death does not occur. A permanent solution is required to be found e.g. re-engineering the road somehow. Maybe a roundabout at this intersection could be a solution.

Any other safety initiatives would be greatly appreciated.
The local users of the area

**LOCAL RESIDENTS**

- Hospital Patients/visitors
- Public Transport Users
- Children/students
- Tumara Park residents
- Preston residents
- Waitikiri Gardens
- The Limes residents
- Alpine View aged persons
111 Bassett Street Bus Stop (#39159)

Historic (Unmarked) Bus Stop Location

On-Street Parking for 3 standard cars (No.109-113 Bassett Street)
111 Bassett Street Bus Stop (#39159)

Approved Bus Stop Markings (18 November 2019, CBCB/2019/00048)

On-Street Parking for 2 standard cars (No.109-113 Bassett Street)
111 Bassett Street Bus Stop (#39159)

Alternate Bus Stop Location (for comparison)

On-Street Parking for 0 standard cars (No. 109-113 Bassett Street)